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MISSION STATEMENT

The UC Irvine Law Review was founded in the spring of 2010, during the inaugural year of the UC Irvine School of Law. We aim to promote exceptional legal scholarship by featuring contributions from a spectrum of academic, practical, and student perspectives. As the flagship journal of the UC Irvine School of Law, the UC Irvine Law Review is dedicated to embodying the values, spirit, and diversity of UCI Law in its membership, leadership, and scholarship.

DIVERSITY STATEMENT

The UC Irvine Law Review affirms the democratic and entrepreneurial spirit of its founders as it strives to balance tradition and innovation, “to consider—and reconsider—the standard assumptions about law review success.” Recognizing the persistence of historical inequities in the legal profession, we are committed to diversity, equity, and inclusion, both in membership and scholarship. Diversity in membership enriches our culture and fosters greater learning opportunities in legal education. Diversity in scholarship promotes historically underrepresented authors, ideas, and perspectives in the field of law. Mindful of these purposes, the UC Irvine Law Review remains dedicated to continual evaluation, reflection, and innovation in all its endeavors.

SUBMISSIONS

To submit an Article to the UC Irvine Law Review, please visit our website at www.law.uci.edu/lawreview.

CONTACT

The UC Irvine Law Review (ISSN 2327-4514) welcomes your questions and feedback. Please share your thoughts by writing to us at lawreview@lawnet.uci.edu.

\footnote{Foreword, 1 U.C. Irvine L. Rev. i (2011). Available at: https://scholarship.law.uci.edu/ucilr/vol1/iss1/2.}